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…first felt ‘in charge’ in a classroom

When I first stepped foot in a classroom during my PGCE

year – it was a Year 11 group taking GCSE science and I

was to teach them the heart and circulation. They

listened well, and I felt completely confident of my

knowledge, and that in the next lesson, they would be

able to dissect a heart. Perhaps it was this ‘carrot’ that

made them really attentive to what I was saying.

…knew I’d reached a previously unreachable pupil

‘Thank you for everything. I really appreciate what you

have done’. Those words were spoken to me at my first

GCSE results session. The student who spoke them had

been really difficult and challenging throughout the year,

and I had struggled to respond positively to him. It was

wonderful to know that my work had been appreciated,

and that he had achieved well beyond his – or my –

expectation.

…first got positive feedback from students

A card dropped in my office one day. It was from a

student whose group I had taken over. The card read:

‘Before you took over, science was my least favourite

subject, but now it’s my best.’ What delighted me even
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more was that this was the first of many cards from the

same group. It was great to receive such positive

feedback so early on in my career.

… considered giving it all up

In spite of all the ups and downs, I never have

considered doing anything else. 

…got so lost in a lesson, time ceased to exist

In working with my AS and A2 groups we often digress

to enjoy discussing the excitement and wonder of

science. One day, we found ourselves debating

genetics, evolution, and the influence of Darwin in

such depth that we all felt disappointed and surprised

when the bell rang for the end of the session.

… found myself being taught by the class

Every day. We all have so much to learn from 

our students.

… I never tire of experiencing

I’ve always loved the quote from Einstein: 

“Imagination is more important than knowledge.” 

It always pleases me to watch a student understand 

a concept; then immediately question it.

…will always remember

Seeing the reactions of the students when I 

persuaded our Learning Team to dress up for the 

day as Greek gods and goddesses, in appropriate

flowing robes and wreaths of myrtle, sprayed gold –

and all to celebrate a day dedicated to the

forthcoming Olympic Games. 

THE 
BEST BIT:
ENABLING STUDENTS TO
UNLOCK THEIR
IMAGINATIONS AND
DISCOVER SCIENCE.

THE 
WORST BIT:
WHEN PEOPLE THINK
ANYTHING BELOW A 
C GRADE IS NOT 
WORTH HAVING.
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